
 

Dear Nobody Berlie Doherty

Right here, we have countless books Dear Nobody
Berlie Doherty and collections to check out. We
additionally come up with the money for variant types
and moreover type of the books to browse. The
conventional book, fiction, history, novel, scientific
research, as skillfully as various additional sorts of
books are readily nearby here.

As this Dear Nobody Berlie Doherty, it ends
happening subconscious one of the favored book
Dear Nobody Berlie Doherty collections that we have.
This is why you remain in the best website to see the
amazing books to have.

Snowy Dial
Rachel loves living
on a narrowboat.
There are so many
things she loves

about it but most of all
Rachel loves Snowy,
the big and beautiful
boat horse. When her
teacher asks the class
to bring in their pets,
what can Rachel do?
Far From
Home: The
sisters of
Street Child
(Street

Child) Random
House
At first, Tam
isn't at all
keen on his
baby sister,
Blue. All she
seems to do
is cry. But
with a little
inventive
persuasion
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from Great-
grandpa Tam
changes his
mind and even
goes as far
as to admit
he might
quite like
her. But then
one terrible
night, Blue
is stolen and
an ugly fairy
changeling is
left in her
place. With
his Mum and
Dad wrapped
up in grief,
and his Great-
grandpa far
too old for
adventures,
it falls to
Tam to
venture to
the land of
Faery, return
the
changeling

and win back
Blue. But it
is a
hazardous
journey, and
Tam must keep
his wits
about him as
he crosses
the Sapphire
lake, does
battle with
the castle
nightmares
and finally
confronts the
King and
Queen of the
fairies.
Children of Winter
Young Corgi
Explores the
conservation issue.
Dear Nobody
Random House
While searching
for his
birthmother,
fifteen-year-old
James, a

championship
diver, discovers
who his real
parents are and
where his real
home is.

Penguin UK
In this dazzling
debut novel, a
pregnant teen
learns the meaning
of friendship—from
the boy who
pretends to be her
baby’s father.
When the entire
high school finds
out that Hannah
Shepard is pregnant
via her ex-best
friend, she has a full-
on meltdown in her
backyard. The one
witness (besides the
rest of the world):
Aaron Tyler, a
transfer student and
the only boy who
doesn’t seem to
want to get into
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Hannah’s pants.
Confused and
scared, Hannah
needs someone to be
on her side. Wishing
to make up for his
own past mistakes,
Aaron does the
unthinkable and
offers to pretend to
be the father of
Hannah’s unborn
baby. Even more
unbelievable,
Hannah hears
herself saying
“yes.” Told in
alternating
perspectives
between Hannah
and Aaron, Trouble
is the story of two
teenagers helping
each other to move
forward in the wake
of tragedy and
devastating choices.
In a year marked by
loss, regret, and
hope, the two will

discover a simple
truth: Nothing
compares to finding
your first, true best
friend.
Dear Nobody
Clipper Audio
A series of
vignettes about
the young people
who live on Bee's
street.
Bella's Den Simon
and Schuster
Grace put out her
hand, almost
touching the
mirror. Her image
did the same.
'There's another
world in there.' 'We
could float in and
out of it.' Deep in a
Derbyshire valley
live two girls, twins,
so alike they seem
like one person,
even their family
can't tell them

apart. But tragedy is
waiting. When the
valley is sold to be
flooded for a huge
dam, the villagers
are forced to leave
their homes. Deep
secrets are
uncovered. New
characters enter
their lives and
desires, love and
grief come to the
surface.
War Girls 4u2read
Everyday Mrs.
Pie--who works in
the kitchen--brings
Coconut the
donkey to school,
but Mr. Clapper
the teacher does
not think a donkey
belongs there and
devises a plan to
make Coconut go
away.
Dear Nobody
Random House
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Dear NobodyHarper
Collins
The Company of
Ghosts Random
House
Eighteen-year-old
Chris struggles to
deal with two shocks
that have changed his
life. He has just met
his mother who left
him and his father
when he was ten and
discovered his
girlfriend is pregnant
with their child.
"Dear Nobody" by
Berlie Doherty.
Summary and
Characterisation
Penguin UK
The unforgettable
tale of an orphan in
Victorian London,
based on the boy
whose plight inspired
Dr Barnardo to
found his famous
children’s homes.
The Humming
Machine Random
House
When Sally brings

home a new cat, her
old cat, Paddiwak,
hisses and storms off
into the night.
How Green You Are!
Penguin UK
Dorothy and Walter's
father is the butler at
the Big House and
they soon strike up a
secret friendship with
lonely Master
George. When
Master George's
father goes missing
the twins are
desperate to help,
and soon a daring
plot begins to take
shape.
Spellhorn Random
House
As soon as Laura
climbs on to the
unicorn's back she is
hurled into a wild
and magical world.
For only with Laura
as their leader can
Spellhorn and the
Wild Ones reach the
safety of the Bright
Wilderness. But will

Laura ever return to
her own world again?
Treason Harper
Collins
Be strong, my Abela.
These are the last
words of Abela's
mother in their
HIV/Aids stricken
African village, where
it seems that to live or
to die, to be sick or to
be healthy, is just a
matter of chance. It
takes all Abela's
strength to survive
her Uncle Thomas's
scheming to get to
Europe, but what will
be her fate as an
illegal immigrant? I
don't want a sister or
brother, thinks Rosa
in England, when her
mother tells her that
she wants to adopt a
child. Could these
two girls ever become
sisters? Is there room
in Rosa's family for
an African orphan
haunted by lions? Is
there room in their
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hearts?
Trouble Harper
Collins
The moving and
very real story of
two teenagers and
an unplanned
pregnancy. It is told
from two
viewpoints - that of
Helen as she writes
her thoughts in a
series of letters to
the unborn baby,
the Dear Nobody of
the title, and of
Chris as he reads
the letters and
relives events as
Helen is in labour.
Our Field
Greenwillow Books
A spell-binding tale
of magic and
mysticism for young
readers that
explores the wonder
of nature, from
award-winning
Berlie Doherty.

Paddiwak and Cozy
Random House
Sadie is Protestant,
Kevin is Catholic -
and on the tense
streets of Belfast
their lives collide. It
starts with a dare -
kids fooling around
- but soon becomes
something
dangerous. Getting
to know Sadie
Jackson will change
Kevin's life forever.
But will the world
around them
change too? The
first of Joan
Lingard's ground-
breaking Kevin and
Sadie books.
Daughter of the
Sea Dear Nobody
Bella, has a secret
- one that she's
very good at
keeping. That
secret is a den

hidden on a little
muddy hill, wild
amid the trees.
One night when
camping the girls
see a beautiful fox
and her cubs
trying to stay
hidden like them.
But when the
secret is betrayed,
a farmer threatens
the foxes and it
seems that Bella
could leave
without ever
forgiving her best
friend for what she
has done... A
beautifully told tale
of the countryside,
trust and loss, and
friendship.
Dear Nobody
Penguin UK
Eighteen-year-old
Chris struggles to
deal with two shocks
that have changed his
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life, his meeting the
mother who left him
and his father when
he was ten and his
discovery that he has
gotten his girlfriend
pregnant.
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